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RESUME
Une meilleure information sur les connaissances ac-
quisesen acoustique de la parole pourrait étre im—
médiatement disponible pour tous grace aux techni-
ques informatiques. Nous donnons un example de la
forme qu'elle pourrait adopter et prions membres et
organisateurs du Congrés de preparer l'établissement
d'un organisms représentatif qui poursuivrait la ré-
alisation d'une image visuelle, probablement sylla-
bique, de la parole, infonmant ainsi d'une facon sa-
tisfaisante de l'acouis scientifique en ce domains.

AIMS

At recent meetings of acousticians, I have pointed
to the predicament in which we, who teach Foreign
languages, find ourselves: we must know what speech
habits the student should change in order to speak
another language well, but the scientific informat-
ion about pronunciation that we need for that pur~
pose, is too often lacking, or practically unavail-
able, or uncertain. At the 1986 International Con-
gress on Acoustics at Toronto, I was asked to give
a model of what we precisely want. As may be expect—
ed, that question can be answered only in part, and
that's why the drawings we'll show to give a clear
answer, will be somewhat like dreams, made of both
true and doubtful elements. Nevertheless, as will be
seen, they should help in stating more precisely
what elementary problems still plague our general
knowledge of speech, and suggest steps to be taken
in order that better information on this subject be
made readily available to all.

WHAT PARTS ARE BEST DESCRIBED?

Though speech statements are unpredictable, their
parts are limited in diversity, and thus susceptible
of scientific description.The most obvious element-
ary parts in speech chains are the syllables, but
these have long been divided into vowelsend conson—
ants, and lately these smaller parts, in their turn,
were analysed into smaller elements variously descr-
ibed as phonemes, features, indices, etc. The first
problem therefore is: what elementary parts of pro-
nunciation should be selected for a practical, real-
istic,and up-to—date visual description of speech?
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Three Reasons for Choosing Syllables.

Tentatively in these drawings,we have chosen adlm

bles as basic units, and for a long time DBStvthe
three following reasons could have been givenfor

this choice.First, they are the only divisionsthm

are immediately perceptible to all language users

Second, we may therefore say that syllables arethe

basic units used by our minds to process speechlfu
for the sake of brevity, you forgive us for umng

SUCh simple terms.Thirdly, the finer divisionsvafl
according to the syllables in which they are tobe

found,and, for a scientific description, thesevan

iations nullify the fundamental advantage of amh

smaller elements, 1.3. that of being less nummpus

than syllables. .

Why Finer Divisions Are Unsatisfactory;
If vowels and consonants,and all the morqphmwmfi:
features, etc., vary according to the other cqwgfi
ents with which they are to be found, two atU{:fi_
may be adopted.First, if we want to give a '95 nd
ic visual representation of speech with vowelsizu5

consonants,we must distinguish between the var anb

Sounds that each of these may represent Thisltcm

1y led to the International Phonetic AlphébEtRa
we know that such notations cannot be satisfasgg‘

because too many diacritic signs make them imp:ieb
icable, even though only the more important V5
ions are noted. nun-

A second attitude is to forgo writing 55 amalfl
equivocal system of signs;this is what we Baker”

do and, particularly for the study of our weiudentS

languagespit is one of the basic obstacles 5 Chan

have to overcome. But, more fundamentall 5” bee
equivocal use of vowels and consonants cavngiono
satisfactory basis for a scientific descrlp ia

language sounds since what is then SPOKE“ 0555 w.
instance, may not be the same object as wha fthfi
scribed in another, without our being aware Dtday
change in the object. Many problems of Dresfizs
acoustical research should be ascribed to t
fundamental cause.

The Decisive Reason for Choosing the §l¥£5%%iw
But the practical reason which motiVated ogrscfiof the syllables as the basic units to be :rtwm'
in the speech chain, is pedagogical' For Distafim
ty years now, teaching experience has cons

b195shown that a predominant attention to sylla ’
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raflwr than to the individual vowels and consonants,
isa decisive factor in helping English and French
weakers to use the other tongue without those ire
ranessible defects that mark our two communities as
pmticularly unsuccessful among European students
offoreign languages. This pedagogical advantage of
shessing attention to syllables does not seem to be
restricted to French and English, but to apply it to
ofiwr languages requires special studies for each of
bees, and this was why we first asked acousticians
for an improved general description of language
smmds. The benefits for the millions of language
shfients the world over, suggest the importance of
thepursuit, and its interest is not limited to
pedagogy.

ANew Reason for this Choice.
Lastly, finer analyses of speech sounds have recent-
lyshown that vowels and consonants are not always
smmrated in the time sequence as we formerly thought
up as is recorded in our spellings. On the contrary,
sfliables follow strictly the sequential character
ofspeech. At bottom, this may be but another aspect
0fthe first two reasons we mentioned, but it is a
most compelling argument when considering visual
representation.

HOW COULD SUCH DESCRIPTIONS BE ACCOMPLISHED?

Misquestion requires two different answers. As we
wreinvited to do, we must give a precise view of
Mat we would find in such new descriptions, and
”is we shall do with our drawings. But a more pract-
ical answer is also needed: showing what should, or
cmfld, be doneis in itself ineffectual; we must
al50 say how the necessary work can be accomplished.
"us need for a better description of languages is
Mt Just theoretical; congresses such as this are
Oflmsions to start a process leading to some organ-
Hation for a cooperation among acousticians who can
enliten us in their various fields.
We first step we mentioned: switching more scient-
istS'attention to syllables, is too heavy a task
hr anyone, and therefore it requires the action of
mm“ a representative body. And in the course of our
descrisiltion of a desirable new visual representation
°fSDeech, the need for such a research organization
“11 again be found in several convincing ways.

A FEASISLE SYLLASIC VISUAL REPRESENTATION

Thu“Shit cannot be done in this black and white
Pmmr, we would take advantage of the widening U59
Ofcolor and information processing. We would have

ree separate drawings for production transmission,anddecoding of syllables. In these drawings, thecmmon parameter of duration will be shown on the
mu :Untal or "x" axes of our two—dimensional
“fins. We have assigned different colors to each
Mr e drawings by specifying the lengths of the

Escondlng light-waves, as will be seen in the
:mTh View that can be shown only with colors. In

méck and white, the superposition of lines and
55 Would be confusing.
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Light—wave lengths between 7200 and 5600 Angs—
trfims may mark the range of colors to be used in
figure 1; for Fig. 2, the choice would be more lim-ited (5500 to 5000 A.) since the diversity in the
airwaves pressures is not so large as for the phen—
omena described in Fig. 1 and 3. For this third fig-
ure, the corresponding lengtfswould extend from
5000 to the end of the specter.

Using light-wave lengths as practical units may
be deemed artificial, and since these drawings will
be interpreted with the help of computer processing,
the specifications of colors that computers manu—
facturers provide, could be more conveniently used.
Hopefully, our research organization could work for
standardization of these color specifications.

Further Notes on the Proposed Representation of
Syllables.
The various intensities, or degrees, in the recorded
phenomena, could be shown by the intensity of the
colors used. Within each of the three groups of
recorded phenomena, related facts or events could
be pictured in the same colors. Some type of color
correspondance could also be specified for related
parts in the three drawings, whenever such relations
are generally recognized.

Our drawings show individual production of pre—
cisely determined syllables, and not more or less
general models of syllables, since "norms" and
"averages" are not yet established for a sufficient
classification among them. Only an important re-
search organization could usefully set standards or
"averages" to obtain such classifications.

"Model" or "average" syllables could thus be de-
termined, but several types of occurrences must be
separately represented. To give just one instance
of this unavoidable multiplicity, the duration of
accented syllables cannot usually be assimilated to
that of unaccented syllables. In our use of this
complex information, a limited number of properly
selected syllables would be sufficient for an effic-
ient study of the sound characteristics of a given
foreign language. On the other hand, storing the
large volume of the pertinent information on all the
syllables in any language, is not a major problem
for computers. Similarly, the calculations needed
to obtain "average" or "normal" models from a suffic-
ient number of individual performances does not seem
to be unusually large either.

Since such "models" are not available now, our
present drawings show the performances by a “normal"
speaker or hearer in a given language for what we

deem a representative occurrence of the chosen

syllables.

We must also note that, similarly to the establish-
ment of "norms" of syllable occurrences, the decis—
ions on many points in our drawings require a know—

ledge and an authority that can rest only with a

representative research organization.

In our drawings, we have purposely included some

obviously unusual opinions in order to underline

both that these pictures are intended just to show

one possible kind of up~to-date visual representat-

ion and that our generally accepted opinions may
have to be modified, for instance as a result of a
wider study of speech in the various communities.
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FIGURE 1 : SPEECH PRODUCTION
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In this, and in the third pictures, we should imag-
ine as many "x", or horizontal, axes, as there are
phenomena, or groups of phenomena, indicated in the
left margins. In these drawings, intensities or
degrees are often marked by curves, and therefore
various intensities of colors are not needed here;
so these could be used for information that is not
now available about these phenomena. Though we have
hinted at much of present day knowledge, we beg to
be forgiven for insisting that these drawings are
not meant to be complete, but merely to show how
knowledge about language sounds may be accurately
recorded in visual representations.
Perhaps we should have grouped together muscular act-
ions in the higher or lower part, and the positions
of the various organs of speech in the other part of
the figure. The aspect of the picture would change
much according to such options. There are at least
two often conflicting rules to be followed in all
our drawings: 1/in the conventions we adopt, we
should try'to keep as near to actual facts as we can;
2/the drawings should be as expressive as possible.
In this, and still more in the fourth totalizing
picture, various factors will be mixed that cannot
readily be isolated by an untrained user. However,
though in a different way, this is also true for the
sounds of real speech. So long as the same convent-
ions are strictly adhered to for all representations,
their artificial character is not to be unduly re—
gretted.
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most arbitrary, and the sounds of 59980“ it Part”
represents, may cause more surprisgthan in thefl”
figure. In the fundamental frEQUenCY1 we pu’posely
marked a variation which is unusual in our Eur0p882
languages, in order to stress the fact that most°the five thousand, or so, languages haVe "at ya
been scientifically studied, not even briefly.

ThereforE, what we consideras basic and generaldngrules of the production, transmission, and decol

of speech, could be less universal and necessary

than we hold.

Fig. 3 DECODING THE NATURE OF THE TOTAL SOUND'
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describe syllables produced outside meaning
without due caution. To be sure, not everybo
agree that, meaning being essential to 5999
analysis that unguardedly excludes the mean
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W Show that such representations of speech could
beused to other ends than mere information.
Todefend the validity of this opinion however, per—
has we might note that, even in a language like
Hench, in which syllables are relatively unaffected
bythe meaning they convey, there are still import—
antvariations due to their specific role in a sent-
“Cm For instance, the syllable “in" which often
WanyWEgation" in some way or other, sounds quite
dlffBrently in words such as "inexact","innombrable“
:nd'fimpossible", and still more unexpectedly in
lmwyation" and "innové". Even more directly in
999mg with our third drawing, the syllable "ma"

méybe more easily identified as a part of a word
hkF'Wmtériel" than if it is pronounced separately,
53 In contrast With "pan or uba‘n’ "fa", etc.

Semantis decodin cannot be overlooked therefore,
wiflmut unpredictable consequences for an objective

::dy 0F SPBBCh. We have even noted that, for the
9 Speech fact, contexts generally differ for the

TESREP and the hearer. We have suggested only minor
DH erSWES in this case, but in our view, this
“NW cannot be overlooked.

THE NEED FOR A REPRESENTATIVE BODY
T
se faCtS are not usually taken into account, and

10?: generally speaking, points that require discuss—
Dntge many. Only a representative body can dec1de
SDUlSSS controversial issues. Realistic draWings
Tmre B aimed at, and the relative serenity of a

aduejentfitlve institution is most desirable to
“made this. And perhaps, for the third drawing,

We have stressed even more than we did, that
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our attitude about semantics was marked, not with
a View to have it accepted, but especially to show
the inclusive character that these new visual re-
presentations of speech could have. A limited organ—
ization,’ not to speak of an isolated individual,
cannot be responsible for such a vast endeavor.

CONCLUSION

Especially in their totalising pictures, which can-
not be given without colors, our successors may
bring a measure of beauty that must now remain a
conjecture. But, as we have beautiful scripts and
prints, perhaps our conventions will be modified in
the future with this preoccupation in mind.
For now, let's limit ourselves to voicing a wish
that is probably in each of us: to have an easy and
accurate means of access to all the findings which
our colleagues will have gathered on our subject.
But, to be practical in this conclusion, our duty
now is to beg you, members and organizers of this
meeting, not to leave it to a hypothetical future
to take steps towards establishing a representative

authority that can change our present dream into a
not too far distant reality.
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FIGURE 1 : SPEECH PRODUCTION
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In this, and in the third pictures, we should imag-
ine as many "x", or horizontal, axes, as there are
phenomena, or groups of phenomena, indicated in the
left margins. In these drawings, intensities or
degrees are often marked by curves, and therefore
various intensities of colors are not needed here;
so these could be used for information that is not
now available about these phenomena. Though we have
hinted at much of present day knowledge, we beg to
be forgiven for insisting that these drawings are
not meant to be complete, but merely to show how
knowledge about language sounds may be accurately
recorded in visual representations.
Perhaps we should have grouped together muscular act-
ions in the higher or lower part, and the positions
of the various organs of speech in the other part of
the figure. The aspect of the picture would change
much according to such options. There are at least
two often conflicting rules to be followed in all
our drawings: 1/in the conventions we adopt, we
should try'to keep as near to actual facts as we can;
2/the drawings should be as expressive as possible.
In this, and still more in the fourth totalizing
picture, various factors will be mixed that cannot
readily be isolated by an untrained user. However,
though in a different way, this is also true for the
sounds of real speech. So long as the same convent-
ions are strictly adhered to for all representations,
their artificial character is not to be unduly re—
gretted.
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F.2 "TRANSMISSION OF SPEECH" OR"AIR PRESSURE WMES“
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Since reither the voice, nor the languageofndfi0t
even the syllable are specified, this draWing 15

most arbitrary, and the sounds of 59980“ it Part”
represents, may cause more surprisgthan in thefl”
figure. In the fundamental frEQUenCY1 we pu’posely
marked a variation which is unusual in our Eur0p882
languages, in order to stress the fact that most°the five thousand, or so, languages haVe "at ya
been scientifically studied, not even briefly.

ThereforE, what we consideras basic and generaldngrules of the production, transmission, and decol

of speech, could be less universal and necessary

than we hold.

Fig. 3 DECODING THE NATURE OF THE TOTAL SOUND'

Picture on top of next column.
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three. Recognition of pitch is not achieved
way only,
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as could be inferred from our drawinm
ethat is not the only point for which more knowizg

could already be noted. Still: in our picture
have shown our opinion that it is not reali

describe syllables produced outside meaning
without due caution. To be sure, not everybo
agree that, meaning being essential to 5999
analysis that unguardedly excludes the mean

aspect of language, runs a risk of being PD
or wrong. Perhaps will it still take many Y
before this opinion is examined by influeht
sons, and yet we have noted it in this thir
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W Show that such representations of speech could
beused to other ends than mere information.
Todefend the validity of this opinion however, per—
has we might note that, even in a language like
Hench, in which syllables are relatively unaffected
bythe meaning they convey, there are still import—
antvariations due to their specific role in a sent-
“Cm For instance, the syllable “in" which often
WanyWEgation" in some way or other, sounds quite
dlffBrently in words such as "inexact","innombrable“
:nd'fimpossible", and still more unexpectedly in
lmwyation" and "innové". Even more directly in
999mg with our third drawing, the syllable "ma"

méybe more easily identified as a part of a word
hkF'Wmtériel" than if it is pronounced separately,
53 In contrast With "pan or uba‘n’ "fa", etc.

Semantis decodin cannot be overlooked therefore,
wiflmut unpredictable consequences for an objective

::dy 0F SPBBCh. We have even noted that, for the
9 Speech fact, contexts generally differ for the

TESREP and the hearer. We have suggested only minor
DH erSWES in this case, but in our view, this
“NW cannot be overlooked.

THE NEED FOR A REPRESENTATIVE BODY
T
se faCtS are not usually taken into account, and

10?: generally speaking, points that require discuss—
Dntge many. Only a representative body can dec1de
SDUlSSS controversial issues. Realistic draWings
Tmre B aimed at, and the relative serenity of a

aduejentfitlve institution is most desirable to
“made this. And perhaps, for the third drawing,

We have stressed even more than we did, that

Se 89.4.4

our attitude about semantics was marked, not with
a View to have it accepted, but especially to show
the inclusive character that these new visual re-
presentations of speech could have. A limited organ—
ization,’ not to speak of an isolated individual,
cannot be responsible for such a vast endeavor.

CONCLUSION

Especially in their totalising pictures, which can-
not be given without colors, our successors may
bring a measure of beauty that must now remain a
conjecture. But, as we have beautiful scripts and
prints, perhaps our conventions will be modified in
the future with this preoccupation in mind.
For now, let's limit ourselves to voicing a wish
that is probably in each of us: to have an easy and
accurate means of access to all the findings which
our colleagues will have gathered on our subject.
But, to be practical in this conclusion, our duty
now is to beg you, members and organizers of this
meeting, not to leave it to a hypothetical future
to take steps towards establishing a representative

authority that can change our present dream into a
not too far distant reality.
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